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Galil’s New ladder interface Software 
Simplifies Rio programming 
Galil offers its new Ladder Interface Software 
that simplifies the programming of their 
RIO-471x0 Ethernet programmable logic 
controllers (PLC) designed to provide a low 
cost way of distributing smart I/O blocks 
throughout a system. Galil’s standard, two-
letter commands already provide for easy 
programming of the RIO, but now the 
Ladder Interface Software lets users convert 
a standard Relay Ladder Logic program into 
a working Galil program for input into the 
RIO controller.  

Relay Ladder Logic (RLL) is a standard 
programming format used primarily in 
the programmable logic controller (PLC) 
industry.  It enables a user to graphically 
enter a complex I/O routine into the 
software and have that I/O routine run 
deterministically on the I/O controller.  
Objects are inserted onto the ladder rungs 

in order to read digital inputs, set and clear 
outputs, perform calculations and many 
other functions.  There are three steps that 
constitute standard ladder program operation:

1. Read all contact states.

2. Interpret ladder logic.  Logic is read 
sequentially and left to right from the first 
rung to the last rung.  

3. Update all coil states.

By following this sequence, the Galil Ladder 
Interface Software ensures deterministic 
timing of the I/O on the RIO-471x0 
controller.  The contact, coil and other 
functions supported by Galil Ladder 
Interface Software are:
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Figure 3: Tuner Tool automatically finds the best PID values

Figure 2:  Flow chart of package sorting 
application logic
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1. Contacts

 a) Normally open/closed

 b) Logical contacts

 c) Immediate contacts

 2. Coils

 a) Standard digital coils

 b) Latching coils

 c) Positive differential coils

 d) Master line function

 e) Immediate coils

 f) Control relays

 3. Boxes

 a) Timers – On delay, off delay, retentive

 b) Counters – Up counter, down counter

 c) Reset box

 d) Mathematical operations

 e) Logical operations

 f) Shift and rotate operations

 g) Galil box for sending Galil commands

 4. Analog I/O

 a) Read analog input

b) Write analog output

Figure 1 shows a simple example of 
how the Galil Ladder Interface Software 
can be used to implement a machine 
application using the RIO-471x0.  In 
this application, the RIO scans bar codes 
on packages as they pass by on a conveyor 
belt.  If there is a valid bar code on the 
package, the counter is incremented and 
a green “Pass” light is illuminated.  If the 
bar code is invalid, another counter is 
incremented and the green “Fail” light 
is illuminated.  A push bar sends the 
package to the appropriate pass or fail 
location.  

The machine designer must then program 
this application to run on the RIO.  In 
the past, the user would need to become 
familiar with the Galil DMC code in 

order to program the RIO.  While the 
standard Galil command set is easy 
to use, many programmers who are 
already familiar with RLL may find 
the Galil Ladder Interface Software to 
be more convenient for programming 
I/O functions.  When developing an 
application in ladder logic (or any code 
base), a good first step is to plan the 
code structure in a flow chart of the logic 
required.  Figure � shows an example of 
that flow chart:

With that flow chart, we can see that the 
code will have the following logic:

1. Read digital input (contact) for the start 
button

2. Set output to begin package conveyor

3. Read digital input (contact) for bar code 
scanner

4. Set digital outputs (coil) for push bar and 
LED’s

5. Increment counters for PASS or FAIL

Finally, the machine code can be added 
to the Ladder Interface Software exactly 

Figure 1:  Package sorting application
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as planned in the flow chart.  The Ladder 
Interface Software example is shown in 
Figure �.

In this example, the ladder objects 
represent the following:

X0 Start button

X1 PASS input

X2 FAIL input

Y0 Output to start conveyor

Y1 Output for PASS LED

Y2 Output for FAIL LED

Y3 Output for push bar

CT0 PASS counter

CT1 FAIL counter

This ladder program is then saved and 
automatically converted into Galil DMC 
code.  The output of the Ladder Interface 
Software is a Galil DMC file that can be 
downloaded directly to the RIO-471x0. 
In addition to generating optimized 
code, Galil’s Ladder Interface Software 
automatically adds determinism to the 
program.

By following these simple steps, the 
entire machine operation may be 
quickly and easily designed, developed 
and implemented using Galil’s Ladder 
Interface Software.  Since it is based 

on standard RLL, it is a familiar 
programming interface for PLC 
programmers.  Available for $195, 
the Ladder Interface Software can be 
downloaded from the Galil website.  For 
further information, visit http://www.
galilmc.com/products/software/ladder.
html or call 800-377-6329 to speak with 
an application engineer. ■

Figure 3:  Ladder Interface Software diagram of package sorting application
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New DMC-40x0 
option Allows 
Easier Connection 
to External Drives
Galil’s new ICM-42200 (–I200) 
interconnect option for the DMC-40x0 
Accelera controller provides a pin-out 
that is optimized for easy connection to 
external drives. The new interface option 
provides individual 26-pin hi-density 
D-sub connectors for each axis that 
includes encoder, limit, home and motor 
command signals. Other connectors 
include a 44-pin Hi-Density D-sub for 
digital I/O and a 15-pin Low-Density 
D-sub for analog I/O. 

Another feature of the new –I200 
interconnect option is that the amplifier 
enable signal can be configured 
independently for each axis using easily 
accessible jumpers. The options can 
be selected without having to remove 
the DMC-40x0 metal cover. The user 
can configure each axis for high or low 
amplifier enable; 5V, 12V or isolated 
input power (up to 24V); and sinking or 
sourcing. 

The new –I200 interconnect option is 
available for 1- through 8-axis versions of 
the DMC-40x0. Two –I200 interconnects 
are required for 5- through 8-axis models. 
For example, the part numbers for the 
4-axis and 8-axis models are:

• 4-axis DMC-4040-C012-I200 

• 8-axis DMC-4080-C012-I200-I200

The DMC-40x0 Accelera controller 
series is Galil’s latest generation motion 
controller and processes commands 
ten times faster than prior generation 
controllers. The DMC-40x0 is full-
featured and includes optically isolated 
I/O, 10/100Base-T Ethernet and 
RS232 ports, program memory with 
multitasking and over 200 commands for 
programming virtually any motion and 
I/O tasks. The controller is packaged in 
a compact, metal enclosure with multi-
axis servo or stepper drives, or it may be 
connected to external motor drives of any 
power range. 

Please see http://www.galilmc.com/
products/accelera/dmc40x0.html for 
more information on the DMC-40x0 
controller and the complete pin-out for 
the new –I200 interconnect option. ■

New –I200 interconnect Provides Individual Axis Connectors for Easy Interface to External Drives
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Galil’s Rio 
Ethernet i/o 
Controllers are 
Smart and  
Cost-Effective
For design engineers in need of a 
programmable logic controller (PLC) 
that is smart, easy-to-use, compact and 
cost-effective, Galil offers their new RIO-
471x0 controllers. Each RIO unit is self-
contained and includes a RISC processor, 
8 analog inputs, 8 analog outputs, 16 
optically isolated inputs, 8 high power 
isolated 500mA outputs and 8 isolated 
25mA outputs. Multiple RIO devices 
can be added to an Ethernet network 
allowing for endless I/O expansion 
possibilities.

Intelligent

The internal RISC processor provides 
an array of intelligent features that 
enables the RIO to operate stand-alone 
and handle complex I/O events. Such 
features include logical operators, 
arithmetic functions, multitasking, 
variables, arrays, counters and process 
loop control.  Command execution 
time is about 40 microseconds allowing 
for efficient and fast processing of 
I/O events. Process loop times can be 
specified as low as 1 msec. Additional 
intelligent features include a web 
interface, email capability and the ability 
to act as a Modbus/TCP master or slave. 

Easy-to-use

The RIO uses Galil’s 2-letter command 

language that makes programming quick 
and easy. For example, the command 
SB 1 sets output bit 1 and CB 1 clears 
output bit 1. For those who prefer to 
program graphically using standard 
Ladder Logic, Galil’s new Ladder 
Interface Software is available to convert 
a ladder program into Galil code. 

The RIO receives commands over its 
Ethernet 10/100Base-T or RS232 
port. It operates as a stand-alone I/O 
controller or as part of an Ethernet 
network which can include other 
programmable logic controllers, motion 
controllers or RIO devices. 

Compact

The compact RIO measures just 3.88” x 
4.26” x 1.30”. It is powered by Power-
Over-Ethernet (PoE) or an external 

18-36V DC input. D-type connectors 
provide easy interface to external 
input and output devices. Mating 
ICS connector boards provide screw-
terminals for convenient prototyping.

Cost-effective

Priced at just $195 in 100 quantities, 
the RIO-47100 provides a cost-effective 
solution for intelligent I/O. The RIO-
47120 is $50 more and includes +/-10V 
range for the analog I/O instead of 0-5V. 

For more information on Galil’s RIO 
controllers, see http://www.galilmc.
com/products/accelera/rio47100.html or 
call Galil at 800-377-6329. Watch our 
newest educational tutorial about I/O 
Handling at: http://www.galilinmotion.
com/tutorials.php ■

Galil’s RIO Compact PLC Now offers Bipolar Analog I/O
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Galil’s motion technology maneuvers the robotic arms of 
NGNY’s automated sorter and decapper of clinical lab 
vials containing human fluids for analysis.

Automated Tube Handling System  
Ensures Accurate Analysis of Human Fluids
When clinical lab scientists research and 
analyze human fluids to develop new 
drugs, find cures, prescribe treatment 
or solve crimes, they require samples 
not compromised by contamination, 
infection or misidentification. 

To prevent this from occurring during 
the sample preparation phase, NGNY 
Devices SL of Barcelona, Spain, 
developed their STDK500 Automatic 
Sorter Decapper system. It automates 
the pre- and post-process of handling, 
sorting and decapping the vials or tubes 
of samples, which are organized in trays 
used with the analysis equipment. No 
human hands are needed during this step.

The STDK500 consists of a robotic arm 
for inputting the tubes and another for 
outputting them, plus a conveyor and 
decapping module. The input robot 
picks up the tube from the tray, reads the 
barcoded label on the tube to retrieve 
information using the Laboratory 
Information System (LIS), and then 
places the tube onto the conveyor.  

The LIS also identifies the specimen 
and confirms the specific tests to be 
performed, and relays that information 
to the STDK500 which determines if 
the tube needs to be decapped so that 
the sample can be accessed for analysis.  
If required, the tube is decapped upon 
arrival at the Decapping Module.  After 
that, the tube is gently gripped by the 
output robot, which places it in a pre-
determined spot in a specific tray that is 
forwarded for analysis.

A Galil DMC-2183 8-axis motion 
controller handles the precise motion 
of the robots, with axes 1-4 assigned to 
the input robot and axes 5-8 assigned to 
the output robot. Directly attached to 
the controller are two Galil AMP20440 
4-axis 200W servo drive boards which 
minimize space, cost and wiring. Each 
robot moves independently on its own 
Cartesian axis X-Y-Z and T, with rotation 
of the tube gripper on the Z-axis. Galil’s 
DMC-2143 4-axis 
controller with a 
single AMP20440 
board maneuvers 
the decapping 
module. 

Joan Viladomat, 
design engineer at 
NGNY Devices 
SL, said “This 
has been our first 
design using Galil 
controllers, and 
we found that they have an easy and 
intuitive programming method, which 
makes them very suitable for our 
applications.” 

Viladomat explained, “The host PC 
is programmed in C#, and we used 
Galil’s  .NET API command software 
to communicate with the controllers 
over Ethernet. We have the application 
programs burned in the controller’s 
non-volatile memory, and the host PC 
executes them depending on the state. 
We also use many variables that are read 

from the PC and others that are written 
by the PC, such as XYZ positions.” 

The STDK500 features a user-friendly, 
GUI touch screen, real time updates of 
tube status, and the ability to handle 
tube diameters of 10-17mm wide and 
heights of 70-110mm at 500 tubes 
per hour.  It accommodates standard 
and custom input/output trays, and 
automatically classifies tray type via bar 
code recognition. 

The Galil controller also allows the 
STDK500 to accept more modules. 

“For example, in the future, it will be 
very easy to add a recapping module 
that will be controlled by another Galil 
Ethernet controller,” Viladomat said. “In 
addition, they have an excellent quality 
to price ratio. I’m sure we will keep Galil 
controllers in our future projects!” 

See video of NGNY decapping machine 
in action at www.galilinmotion.com/
smartmoves.php. ■ 
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Galil’s new Ladder Interface Software 
converts a Relay Ladder Logic program 
into code for their RIO-471x0 
programmable logic controller (PLC). 
Ladder Logic is often used by PLC 
programmers to graphically input I/O 
logic. While direct RIO programming 
using Galil’s two-letter text instructions 
allows for flexible coding, it is sometimes 
easier to determine the I/O logic visually 
with Ladder Logic. 

The Ladder Interface Software provides an 
easy-to-use graphical interface that allows 
object types for: contacts, coils, control 
relays, boxes (including timers, counters 
and data manipulation) and analog I/O. 

The software generates an RIO program 
from the specified objects in the logic 
diagram. In addition to generating 
optimized code, Galil’s Ladder Interface 
Software automatically adds determinism 
to the RIO program. The new software is 
just $195.

For further information, visit 
http://www.galilmc.com/products/
software/ladder.html

Features

•  Object types include:
  - Contacts

  - Coils

  - Control relays (virtual contacts/coils)

  - Boxes (including timers, counters and  
    data manipulation)

  - Analog I/O

•  Standard mathematical and logical      
   operators include:

  - Equal, Not Equal, Less than, Greater than

  - AND, OR (normally open or normally closed)

  - Add, Subtract, Multiply, Divide, Increment,   
    Decrement

  - Shift or rotate accumulator left or right

•  Galil command box for specifying any    
   valid Galil two-letter command. ■

Galil introduces ladder interface Software

On-Timer (TON) Ladder Logic Example

Up-Counter (CTU) and comparative logic example One-shot output (PD) and variable manipulation example
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With over 500,000 controllers installed 
worldwide, Galil is the #1 leading 
supplier of motion controllers. Galil’s 
legacy of innovation began in 1983 when 
they introduced the first microprocessor-
based servo motion controller. Today, 
Galil continues its leadership by offering 
the most powerful, cost-effective and 
easy-to-use motion controllers to 
accommodate all your motion needs.

Galil provides you with the widest choice 
of single or multi-axis, bus-based or 
stand-alone, and box-level or card-level 
controllers. Interface options include PCI, 
ISA, PC/104, cPCI, USB, RS232 and 
Ethernet. Select from 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, 
7- and 8-axis controllers, and configure 
them to run stepper or servo motors on 
any combination of axes.

Additionally, Galil provides various 
accessories that enable you to complete 
your project quickly. These include I/O 
controllers, servo motors, amplifiers and 
software tools for quick set-up and “one-
button” servo tuning. ■

ACCElERA MoTioN CoNTRollERS

DMC-40x0 Ethernet/RS232, 1-8 axes

DMC-18x6	 PCI, 1-8 axes

RIO-471x0	 Compact PLC

ECoNo MoTioN CoNTRollERS

DMC-21x3	 Ethernet/RS232,1-8 axes

DMC-18x2	 PCI, 1-4 axes

CDS-3310	 Ethernet/RS232,  
 1 axis with drive

DMC-14x5	 Ethernet/RS232, 1-2 axis

DMC-1417	 PCI, 1 axis	

IOC-7007	 Ethernet I/O Controller

oTHER MoTioN CoNTRollERS

DMC-12x0	 PC/104, 1-8 axes

DMC-16x0 cPCI, 1-4 axes

DMC-17x0	 ISA, 1-8 axes

DMC-2xx0	 USB, Ethernet/RS232, 1-8 axes

DMC-1410	 ISA, 1 axis

DMC-1411	 PC/104, 1 axis

DMC-1412	 RS232, 1 axis

plUG-iN, MUlTi-AxiS DRiVES (40x0)

AMP-430x0. 2 & 4 axis, 500W servo drives 

AMP-43140. 4 axis, 20W servo drives 

SDM-44040. 4 axis, full/half stepper drives 

SDM-44140. 4 axis, microstep drives

plUG-iN, MUlTi-AxiS DRiVES (21x3)

AMP-20341. 4 axis, 20W servo drives 

AMP-204x0. 2 & 4 axis, 200W servo drives 

AMP-205x0. 2 & 4 axis, 500W servo drives 

SDM-20242. 4 axis, full/half stepper drives 

SDM-206x0. 2 & 4 axis, microstep drives

SoFTWARE ToolS

Communication	Drivers. For DOS, QNX, 
Linux and all current versions of Windows 

SmartTerm. Provides a friendly interface to all 
Galil controllers 

GalilTools. Servo Tuning and analysis software

Ladder	Interface. Converts Ladder program 
into code for RIO I/O controller.

ActiveX	Toolkit. Custom controls for Visual 
Basic or other ActiveX software 

CAD-to-DMC. Translates AutoCAD DXF files into 
DMC controller files

Galil. We Move the World.

Request a free catalog at http://www.galilmc.com/products/catalog.html

Rely on Galil for Unmatched Support and Service
With every Galil controller you own, 
you also get the industry’s most skilled 
team of motion specialists as well as an 
impressive array of online support tools.

Galil’s motion specialists have over 
100 man-years of experience, and they 
stand ready to specifically address your 
application. You can reach them today at 
800-377-6329. ■

FREE Online Support Tools

Application notes, white papers and industry articles
http://www.galilmc.com/literature/technotes.html

Over 20 tutorials about servo tuning, motion programming, & motors and drives
http://www.galilmc.com/training/webconf.html

MotionCode™ Toolkit, step-by-step solutions with downloadable code
http://www.galilmc.com/support/motioncode/index.html

MotorSizer™ Tool for quick sizing of stepper and servo motion systems
http://www.galilmc.com/support/motorsizer/index.html

Interactive bulletin board with knowledge base for fast answers to your questions
http://www.galilmc.com/support/index.html

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Galil’s Free online Support Tools include:


